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COLOGNE, Germany – When Syrian refugee Fadel Alkhudr arrived in Germany in 2015, the first thing he saw when he

stepped out of the train in Cologne was the city’s majestic cathedral. h Alkhudr, 42, became so fascinated by the famous

Gothic landmark on the Rhine river with its twin spires and elaborate ornaments that he spent hours looking at it. He took

photos of it, drew sketches, and eventually started carving a wooden replica. h For over 21⁄2 years – or around 5,000 hours,

as he says – Alkhudr worked on creating a two-meter (6.5-foot) -tall copy of the structure in a small basement-turned-

workshop in Cologne’s Kalk neighborhood. h Alkhudr, who is Muslim, said he developed such a close connection to the

Catholic cathedral that at some point it felt like the building became a part of him “like it’s a dear friend to me.”

Fadel Alkhudr, 42, a woodcarver and artist orginally from Aleppo, Syria, fled the war in his home country and arrived in the western
German city of Cologne in 2015. In 2019 he started to carve the local Cologne Cathedral in his small basement. AP

‘A HOME 
FOR ALL
PEOPLE’
Syrian refugee 
carves model of
Cologne cathedral

Daniel Niemann and Kirsten Grieshaber ASSOCIATED PRESS 

See CATHEDRAL, Page 4C

LIVING

Writer, educator and social activist
bell hooks (1952-2021) was a Kentuckian
who taught at Berea College for years. I
have to confess – since this is a reflec-
tion on transgression – I have read very
little of her work. But I did peruse her in-
sightful comments on education in her
1994 work “Teaching To Transgress.” It
seems clear her beliefs on religion and
education may have been tightly woven
together.

In a remembrance of her life and
work, Relevant Magazine said: “She
called herself a Buddhist Christian, say-
ing it was the “foundation” of her life.”
The magazine quotes her as saying: “I
think one of the things that I’m grap-
pling with at this stage of my life is how

much of the core grounding in ethical-
spiritual values has been the solid
ground on which I stood … That ground
is from both Buddhism and Christianity,
and then feminism that helped me as a
young woman to find and appreciate
that ground.”

Her early experience as a student
was mostly positive, even in her racial-
ly-segregated public school, due to ex-
cellent Black teachers. She explained:
“Attending school then was sheer joy. I
loved being a student. I loved learning.
School was the place of ecstasy – plea-
sure and danger. To be changed by ideas
was pure pleasure.” Her young mind
was challenged to expand: “But to learn
ideas that ran counter to values and be-
liefs learned at home was to place one-
self at risk, to enter the danger zone.
Home was the place where I was forced
to conform to someone else’s image of
who and what I should be. School was
the place where I could forget that self
and, through ideas, reinvent myself.” A
very good description of an emerging

freethinker.
As a college student, hooks encoun-

tered a much different environment. “It
surprised and shocked me to sit in class-
es where professors were not excited
about teaching, where they did not
seem to have a clue that education was
about the practice of freedom. During
college, the primary lesson was rein-
forced: we were to learn obedience to
authority.”

Later, as a teacher herself, she drew
upon the insights of Brazilian educator
Paulo Freire as well as Buddhist teacher
Thich Nhat Hanh. She developed a
teaching model partly based on Freire’s
emphasis on education as liberation of
the mind and the person. Hooks also
gleaned insights from Thich Nhat
Hanh’s instruction that teachers are
healers. Both approaches converged for
bell hooks. She welcomed students into
a learning environment that encour-
aged independent thinking, relating to
students not as containers to fill with
knowledge, but as individuals search-

ing for freedom on all levels. As hooks
wrote: 

“The classroom remains the most
radical space of possibility in the acad-
emy. For years it has been a place where
education has been undermined by
teachers and students alike who seek to
use it as a platform for opportunistic
concerns rather than as a place to learn.”
She sought to renew teaching practices,
“Urging all of us to open our minds and
hearts so that we can know beyond the
boundaries of what is acceptable, so
that we can think and rethink, so that
we can create new visions.” She offers
what might serve as a potential renewal
for religious belief as well: “I celebrate
teaching that enables transgressions – a
movement against and beyond bound-
aries. It is that movement which makes
education the practice of freedom.”

What if faith communities practiced
this model of education? Though we
could anticipate great resistance to 

Teaching, transgressing and independent thinking

Highland Views
Chris Highland

Guest columnist

See HIGHLAND, Page 3C
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BUY TICKETS AT WINEANDFOOD.USATODAY.COM

Indulge in a savory culinary exploration showcasing the best 
food from acclaimed local chefs. Sip premier wine, beer, and 
spirits from renowned mixologists and sommeliers. Savor endless 
samplings through a gourmet showcase by local chefs, emerging 
talent, and nationally renowned culinary leaders!

SALVAGE STATION  |  OCTOBER 8TH

TICKETS 
ON SALE!

SPONSORED BY:

Louver Shop is America’s #1 choice for shutters, 
shades and blinds.3 With endless designs and 
colors, handcrafted in America. Save energy, 
improve your privacy and increase your home’s 
value. Plus we bring the showroom to you.

“Our new shutters are absolutely beautiful, are of superior 
quality, and were professionally installed with perfection! We 

couldn’t be more delighted!”
— Kenneth & Ginger C.

IT ’S  T IME TO ELEVATE YOUR HOME.

828-820-2849
mylouver.com

© 2022 Louver Shop. *Standard sizes and colors only, excludes custom and special shapes. See local representative for 
details. 1 BOGO offer good on products of equal or lesser value. Prior purchases are excluded. May not be combined with other 
offers. Offer expires 7/31/2022. 2 Subject to credit approval. Ask for details. 3 Based on a national survey conducted by Vernon 

Research Group, November 2018. NMLS #1416362.

shutters, shades 
& blinds

Buy One, Get One 

40%
OFF1 
PLUS 

0% 
FINANCING for 12 months2

HURRY, OFFER EXPIRES

JULY 31, 2022

FAST DELIVERY: Shutters Ship in as few as 4 Weeks!*

FREE Measurements
FAST Delivery
PROFESSIONAL Installation

nudging out “beyond boundaries,” what
do we fear when faced with the joy of
practicing freedom? What happened to
“the truth shall set you free”? 

Continually seeking to avoid “tres-
passing” could be detrimental to honest
learning, growing and progressing in

faith or ethical evolution. We all “trans-
gress” some boundaries, artificial, doc-
trinal or psychological. This isn’t about
“sin” or doing unethical things. What
hooks, Freire and Hanh propose is not
more restriction but release, a truly lib-
erating education celebrating wisdom
and personal independence.

This remarkable woman, bell hooks,
studied for a time with Paulo Freire. She
observed the strengths and was aware
of the weaknesses to his style of teach-

ing. When I read his seminal book, “Ped-
agogy of the Oppressed,” during semi-
nary, his “consciousness raising” ideas
helped to form my whole sense of minis-
try. Though I would go out to give in-
struction and guidance to others, I was
also a student of Life, and other’s lives. 

Freire identified bell hooks’ valuable
contribution to education when he
wrote: ”I am once again struck by bell
hooks’s never-ending, unquiet intellec-
tual energy, an energy that makes her

radical and loving.” Everyone, educa-
tors, clergy and students, might learn
from that radical, loving energy, and
share the joy of freedom.

Chris Highland served as a minister
and chaplain for many years. He is a
teacher, writer and humanist celebrant.
Chris and his wife, the Rev. Carol Hovis,
live in Asheville. His latest books are
“Friendly Freethinker,” “Broken Bridges”
and “A Freethinker’s Gospel.” Learn
more at chighland.com.

Highland
Continued from Page 1C

Charles Brown, the director of mar-
keting and communications for Mensa,
said to look out for curiosity and chil-
dren being “sponge like” and to keep in
mind there are many types of intelli-
gence, such as being musically gifted.

If your pediatrician agrees your child
is accelerating quickly, it may be time to
talk to a psychologist to conduct a test.
However, many do not accept children
under 4 unless there are special circum-
stances. Isla was denied by several psy-
chologists in Louisville because of her
age, her parents said. Amend explained
this is because young children can be so
variable and difficult to test. Having a
pediatrician recommendation could in-
crease the likelihood of them being ac-
cepted by a psychologist.

What is the IQ test 
like for young children?

If a child is accepted to take an IQ
test, they will typically be assessed over
multiple days.

To start, the child and doctor will
usually have a brief interview. Then,
they will go to a room to take the test. In
Amend’s office, the parent is permitted
to be in the room, but they must sit be-
hind the child to ensure they cannot
help with the test.

When the test starts, the child will be
presented with an item, which usually
involves some sort of puzzle or pattern.
They will go through a series of levels
with various items to determine their
score. 

Although the tests are modified for
age, Amend said they are measuring the
same skills, just in an adjusted format. 

“A 6-year-old may have to identify
differences between apple and orange,
while an older child would have to dif-
ferentiate between freedom and jus-
tice,” Amend said.

It usually takes about an hour and a
half to two hours to complete. For young
children, this may be tiring and require
several breaks, or even multiple days to
finish.

If I know my child is smart, what’s
the point of getting an IQ test?

When a child is ready to start school,
these scores can be used to adjust their
learning, Amend said.

“There is a myth that all parents
think their children are gifted,” he said.
“This can be used as data to show that

their kid really is that smart.”
In addition, taking tests can get chil-

dren into organizations like Mensa.
These groups give resources to parents
and members as the kids grow older.
Gifted children also may have unique
struggles compared to others.

“The biggest piece for parents to un-
derstand is asynchrony or unevenness
in development,” Amend said.

He used an example of a 6-year-old
who talks like a 10-year-old. “They un-
derstand how hurricanes and tornadoes
work and that they kill people, but they
can’t emotionally handle that as a 6-
year-old.”

Amend said just as people would not
expect a tennis prodigy to develop on
their own, the same is true for gifted
children. He said it is typical for them to

need special accommodations.

How much do IQ tests cost?

Costs for testing can vary significant-
ly by the provider and by which test the
child takes.

Amend said many psychologists bill
by the hour, and this usually takes one
to three hours of time. In addition, he
said price per hour can be anywhere
from $125 to $200, and $250 on the very
high end for specialists, like neuroscien-
tists. This means testing will typically
cost between $375 and $600, with a rare
few going up to $750.

American Mensa provides a list of IQ
tests they accept to admit young people.

Reach news intern Eleanor McCrary
at EMcCrary@gannett.com.

IQ test
Continued from Page 2C

Isla McNabb is a 2-year-old Oldham County, Kentucky resident who was recently accepted as the youngest member of
Mensa, the society for people with high IQs. Isla sounds out several words including pink, dog and bug. PAT
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